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1.0 Introduction

1.1 General Overview
This report has been prepared by Seán Harrington Architects to inform the Part VIII
planning application for a new Transport Hub and associated works at Dock Road,
Waterford. The proposed development is adjacent to the North Quays Strategic
Development Zone, and is part of a comprehensive regeneration project for the North
Docks Area. The primary proposal within the SDZ is to allow for a significant Planning
Scheme, with extensive frontage along the northern edge of the River Suir. There are also
a number of SDZ infrastructure projects, which include new roads, bridges and public
spaces. This application and design statement is for the Transport Hub and associated
works only.

WATERFORD
NORTH QUAYS
STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT ZONE
PLANNING SCHEME 2018

The signature feature of the Transport Hub is a new rail terminus for Waterford City, which
will replace the existing Plunkett Station terminus at the Dock Road/ Rice Bridge interface,
approximately 500m to the east of the proposed. The proposal is located on the existing
Waterford to Rosslare rail line, which will be upgraded to facilitate the new terminus.
The train terminus will interface with other forms of transport, to form a ‘Transport Hub’.
To achieve this objective, the proposal includes a new plaza immediately north and north
east of the rail terminus. This serves as a pick-up area for vehicular traffic, and caters for
coaches, local buses, cars and taxis. It also equally serves pedestrian and cycle traffic, and
is a threshold to a new Greenway that leads eastbound from the Transport Hub along the
former Waterford to New Ross train line.
The site for the Transport Hub is located between the existing Dock Road to the north,
and the proposed SDZ North Quays development immediately to the south. The building’s
arrangement is partly dictated by the position of the railway line, but it is also dictated by
the positioning of two new pedestrian bridges that cross the railway line, which provide
access to the SDZ North Quays development from Dock Road. These two bridges, which
are part of the North Quays SDZ Planning Scheme brief, form an integral part of the
Transport Hub proposal, and are featured within this planning application.
For the sake of clarity, this report may refer to various terminologies in relation to the
proposed development. These are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Transport Hub: All works proposed on the site, to include the rail terminus, pedestrian
access bridges, and multi-modal transport interchange
Rail terminus/ train station: All train station accommodation only, to include platform
level and concourse level
Concourse: The waiting area within the rail terminus, which is the primary internal
space, and which is located above platform level
Platforms: 200m long pedestrian platforms which are located below the rail station
concourse
North Quays SDZ Planning Scheme: Future permissible land uses include: retail,
residential, office, hotel and conference centre, tourism/ cultural development and
tourism related retail, public open space and supporting uses, in accordance with the
NQ SDZ Planning Scheme.
Sustainable Transport Bridge: A proposed bridge for pedestrians, bicycles and shuttle

Above: The Waterford North Quays Strategic
Development Zone (SDZ) Planning Scheme,
published in 2018.
Top left: Images from the above publication,
with SDZ site shown in red, within context
of key arterial routes into and around
Waterford city.
Bottom left: Site map of proposed SDZ
lands, with key transport infrastructure
overlaid (image taken from above SDZ
Planning Scheme publication)

buses which links the SDZ lands with the existing city core on the south quays, over
the River Suir.
1.2 Reference to relevant legislative and guidance documents
The architects have referenced a number of relevant legislative and guidance documents
in the development of this proposal, including the following publications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waterford City Development Plan 2013-2019
Waterford North Quays Strategic Development Zone Planning Scheme 2018
Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS)
Iarnrod Eireann Track Standard I-PWY-1101 (Requirements for Track and Structure
Clearances)
Iarnrod Eireann Track Standard I-PWY-1141 (Passenger Platforms and Barrow Paths)
Official Journal of the EU Commission Regulation (EU) No. 1300/2014 (interoperability
standards relating to accessibility for rail travel)
Network Rail UK Station Capacity Planning Guidance (November 2016)
Network Rail Station Design Principles (March 2015)
Building Regulations Technical Guidance Documents Parts A-M
Universal Design Standards - Centre for excellence in Universal Design (2015)
Changing Places standards as described at www.changingplaces.ie

1.3 An overview of the drawings and reports that make up the planning application
The architectural and urban design intent for the proposed Transport Hub is described
in the architectural drawings, with further design context as provided by this report. In
support of the application, a number of engineering reports will be included that cover
drainage and utilities, sustainability and energy, planning issues etc. These will be set out
in further detail elsewhere in this application.
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Left: Aerial view of SDZ lands on north bank
of River Suir (to left of image). Existing
Rice Bridge is shown at bottom of image,
with existing Plunkett Station to bottom left
of image. (Image taken from above SDZ
Planning Scheme publication)

2.0 Development Context

2.1 The North Quays SDZ Development
During 2015, Waterford City and County Council (WCCC) decided to seek SDZ designation for the North Quay Area of the City. The site
measuring 8.23 Hectares (Ha) in extent, has almost 1km of frontage along the River Suir and has an average depth of 75 meters. The lands
are-the
whole of the
lands formally used for port related activity and rendered redundant by the transfer of the port activities to a deep-water
04
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berth down river at Belview in the early 1990’s. The site incorporates lands owned by the Port of Waterford Company (The North Quay and
Frank Cassin Wharf) and lands owned by WCCC (the former IAWS grain handling facility on the centre of the quays).
The SDZ designation was conferred on the North Quays by Central Government in January 2016 (SI 30 of 2016), in recognition of its economic
or social importance to the State. On the foot of this direction, WCCC published the Waterford North Quays Strategic Development Zone
(SDZ) Planning Scheme in 2018. This planning scheme established the vision for the North Quays re-development, which includes the
following:
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•

•
•

•

To create a sustainable, compact extension to the City Centre that will serve a future population of a 83,000 people. The development
will be mixed-use, connected to, consolidating and extending the City Centre while facilitating the development of the northern city
environs and respecting its historic and natural environment on the River Suir.
A regeneration catalyst for the City and Region and the establishment of a sustainable modern city quarter. It would have national
exposure such is the importance and significance of the site and location.
Creation of an integrated multi-modal transport hub designed to sustainably meet the access requirements of The City. The vision is
to develop and promote a modal shift away from private car towards increased use of an integrated multi-modal sustainable transport
network to include: walking, cycling and public transport integrating bus and rail. In addition, a new sustainable transport bridge will link
the SDZ Development to the established city centre activities, centred on the South Quays.
Building on the context and the riverside location of the site to create a high quality urban quarter as a natural extension of the City
Centre.

Above: Planning scheme stage layout proposal for SDZ lands (image taken from SDZ Planning Scheme publication)

2.2 The site’s recent historical context
The city of Waterford has developed over the centuries almost entirely on the south bank of the River Suir. For most of the historical period
the commercial and port activity of Waterford City has centred on the South Quays. Dock Road itself which bounds the site to the north dates
from the completion of the Timbertoes Bridge in 1794 spanning from what is now known as Bridge Street to Dock Road replacing the former
ferry crossings.
In the early 19th Century the North Quay was largely a location for shipbuilding with firms such as Pope & Co., William White and Charles
Smith all located within the area. The former R & H Hall Mill dates from 1905 designed by William Friel utilising Francois Hennebique’s
reinforced concrete technique. It was surrounded by a collection of additional warehouses and silos that developed throughout the 20th
Century which have recently been demolished.
The former site activities have been rendered redundant by the transfer of the port activities to a deep-water berth down river at Belview in
the early 1990’s. In terms of remaining site features, there are no protected structures or recorded archaeological sites located within the
Planning Scheme area.

2.3 The location of the Transport Hub in relation to the SDZ site,
The site for the Transport Hub is located between the existing Dock Road to the north, and the proposed SDZ North Quays development
immediately to the south. The building’s arrangement is partly dictated by the position of the railway line, but it is also dictated by
the proposed two new pedestrian bridges that cross the railway line, which require access from Dock Road to the SDZ North Quays
development, and onwards to the South Quays via the new sustainable transport bridge.
The site area is approximately 1.47Ha, and whilst it measures over 350 meters on its east/west axis, it is just over 30 meters wide (north/
south) for much of the site. The rail line closely follows the boundary with the SDZ North Quays development to the south, with sufficient
space remaining for the location of a platform and access between the SDZ boundary and rail line.
As the operations of the train station are concentrated around the rail line, the space to the north and north-east of the station will be
developed as a new plaza, North Plaza, where all other modes of transport will interact with the station. In addition to drop-off and collection
areas for vehicular traffic, this plaza also connects to the proposed Greenway connecting Waterford to New Ross, which will connect with the
existing South Quays via the new sustainable transport bridge.

2.4 Adjacent building context to the Transport Hub, existing and proposed (including the Bus Éireann site)
The most immediate building context to the Transport Hub is the proposed SDZ North Quays development immediately to the south. The
proposal for the SDZ North Quays development is as set out in the North Quays SDZ Planning Scheme. The Transport Hub directly interfaces
with the proposed SDZ North Quays development along its entire southern boundary, and the two pedestrian bridges that form part of the
Transport hub brief are the primary means of access to the development from the north. Design proposals for the Transport Hub and SDZ
North Quays development have been closely co-ordinated as a result.
To the north of the site, the existing Dock Road is to be partially realigned to facilitate access to the Transport Hub site. Further north of Dock
Road, the natural topography steps up sharply, and with the exception of a service station at the Dock Road level, all other buildings on this
frontage are at the top of an embankment, some distance back from the road edge. Those properties will look south towards the propsoed
Transport Hub, from their elevated position. The embankment on the north of Dock Road is otherwise planted with a mix of low scrub and
trees.
To the east of the Transport Hub site, there is an existing Bus Éireann depot. This is used for bus parking. The site also features a maintenance
workshop. In addition, the proposed Waterford to New Ross Greenway continues eastwards, to the south of the Bus Éireann site. There is a
short terrace of two storey cottages to the west of the Transport Hub, facing onto Dock Road.
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3.0 Project Brief
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3.2 Iarnród Éireann’s brief

Bus Eireann Depot

Iarnrod Éireann’s brief for the new station states that it will consist of 2 no. 200m long single faced platforms on a double track alignment
with a station building located on an elevated footbridge plaza/podium above the eastern end of the platforms. It is proposed that the station
concourse will be at a common level with, immediately adjacent to, and directly accessible from the east pedestrian bridge.

Above: Proposed Site Layout for Transport Hub, with significant site functions noted (north to top of page)

P05

The station concourse, to include the waiting area, is the primary space within the station building, and is to accommodate 300-400 people
waiting. The concourse is to include seating, and space for ticket sales machines. Directly accessible from the concourse will be a Ticket Sales
Office and a Retail space, which will be let to a separate operator. A number of smaller cellular spaces are to be provided off this main space,
to include staff facilities, cleaning stores, plant space, and public toilets.
From the station concourse, access to each of the platforms below is to be via stairs and lifts. The platforms are to also feature storage
spaces for basic cleaning operations.
The brief also states that there should be access to 200 no. car parking spaces dedicated to rail users including appropriate provision for Part
M spaces (current station has 152 spaces with an average occupancy of 102% in 2017). It notes that car parking shall be provided as part of
the larger SDZ development, and that bicycle parking stands are to be provided as appropriate.

3.3 The east and west pedestrian bridge links
Pedestrian bridges are to be provided to the east and west of the train station. These will not only form the primary means of access to
the station and SDZ North Quays development from Dock Road and beyond, but they will also provide access to the existing city centre
commercial district along the south quays, via the new sustainable transport bridge over the River Suir.

3.4 The north plaza
A new plaza is to be formed to the north and north-east of the station building, which will serve as an interchange for all modes of transport,
including trains, buses and bicycles. It is noted in the SDZ Planning Scheme that this new plaza, which spans between east and west
pedestrian bridges, will form a new gateway to Waterford city from the north. It must therefore be of sufficient civic presence and importance
that befits this purpose.
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4.0 The Development Proposal

4.1 Key design aspirations
The City of Waterford has had a long history of train travel, dating back to 1864 with the
opening of a station on the current Plunkett Train Station site. The line was part of the
Great Southern and Western Railway, which was initially constructed as a line to connect
Dublin to Cashel, but with later extensions to Cork, Limerick and Waterford. This was at
a time of rapid expansion of the rail network throughout Ireland, right up to it’s height in
the 1920’s. A series of factors led to the decline of the railway network during the 20th
century, including emigration, under investment, the rise in private car ownership and
improvement in the road infrastructure throughout the country.
However, from the 1990’s onwards, the Irish economic boom saw substantial new
investment in the rail network infrastructure, which was necessary to not only compete
with other forms of transport, but also to provide for a growing country. More recently,
there has been an increasing awareness of the need for more sustainable modes of travel,
such as train travel, to limit climate change. Whilst this may require societal shifts for
change from private car to public transport, any proposals to improve the experience of
train travel will assist in making this change possible.
The role of train travel as a mode of transport therefore has an important future.
Furthermore, we feel that this should be celebrated in the design of the network’s
buildings and infrastructure. Whilst the purpose of a train station may be largely functional,
many of the best stations (historical and contemporary) are generous civic spaces that
celebrate travel, and the events of arriving or departing. The new Transport Hub for
Waterford should have similar aspirations, whilst proudly advertising the sustainable
credentials of travel by train.

4.2 Summary of proposed building and site arrangement
The Transport Hub is located on the northern edge of the SDZ North Quays boundary, with
its north/south position dictated by the existing train line. The site is sandwiched between
the existing Dock Road to the north, and the proposed SDZ North Quays development
immediately to the south. The Transport Hub’s east/west position is located largely on axis
with the existing retail and commercial core of Waterford city, to the south of the River
Suir. From the existing city centre, the Transport Hub is accessed via a proposed new
sustainable transport bridge over the River Suir. There is a 250m walk from the bridge
landing point to the Transport Hub, either through the SDZ North Quays development, or
via the north dock promenade.
The Transport Hub’s position on Dock Road ensures that it is accessible to existing
communities at Ferrybank and beyond. However, the site provides for interchange
between various other forms of transport, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Local bus pick-up and drop-off
Private coach pick-up and drop-off, for access to Waterford City in general, and to the
SDZ North Quays development
Taxi drop off and collection
Private car drop off and collection
Travel by cycle and on foot, with direct access to the Waterford to New Ross
greenway.

The Transport Hub is located directly over the railway and platforms below, which serves
to provide efficient and controlled access to both platforms from a common station
concourse over. In order to ensure sufficient operating clearance over the existing railway
below, in compliance with Iarnrod Éireann’s brief, the main entrance level to the Transport
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Left: Images of Waterford Train Station,
with original terminus (shown top left) built
in 1864, and later replaced by the current
Plunkett Station terminus of 1966 (shown
bottom left)
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The presence of the railway line has the potential to segregate the lands to Dock Road and
beyond from the SDZ North Quays development, and to the existing city centre core by
extension. To address this, 2no. new pedestrian bridges are proposed over the railway as
part of the Transport Hub development. The proposed eastern bridge, on alignment with
the existing Rockshire Road to the north, provides access to the train station concourse,
Bus
and is also a primary point of access to the SDZ North Quays development. A second
Depot
bridge, approximately 250m further west, is at the western edge of the Transport Hub
site. This western bridge is on axis with, and provides access to the sustainable transport
bridge.

4.3 The importance of both pedestrian bridges as connections to the SDZ North
Quays development and to Waterford City south quays
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The proposed pedestrian bridges are important spines that permeate both the railway line
and the SDZ Development, connecting the northern edges of the city with the existing
city centre core on the south quays. Of the two bridges, the eastern bridge is positioned
at the epicentre of the Transport Hub, and will be the primary gateway from the north to
both the SDZ development, and to the existing city core. It is therefore an important public
space, and it must therefore be generously proportioned. It should also be a landmark
that boldly announces its presence as a form of natural way-finding. The siting of the rail
terminus and the eastern bridge immediately adjacent, and at a common level, means that
they are integral with each other in composition.
The east bridge formation level (at +9.85m OD) is approximately 5 meters above the
adjacent north plaza level (the height of which varies, but it is approximately +4.75m
OD at the bridge interface). A stepped approach will be the primary means of access to
the bridge, complemented by a passenger lift, and a pair of escalators (for ascent and
descent). All mechanical equipment will be of a specification suitable for an external
environment.
The west bridge is located to the western edge of the Transport Hub site, and it will
provide a more direct link to the sustainable transport bridge. Due to its secondary status,
it will be 9m wide, and will have less presence than the east bridge (which is 13m wide).
As Dock Road is at a higher level at the threshold of this bridge, there is a reduced level
change from the north plaza (approx level +6.35m OD) to the west bridge formation level
(+9.35m OD) of approximately 3m. Again, the primary means of access to the bridge is by
a stepped approach, but this is also complemented with a gently sloped access.

Plinth/planter

4.4 The civic importance of the transport hub
North Plaza

Platform Level
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As one of Ireland’s oldest cities, Waterford has a rich history dating back to Viking times.
Reginald’s Tower, dating from the 12th century, is Waterford’s landmark monument from
this era. However, under the careful stewardship of Waterford City and County Council
in recent years, the city has developed a number of high quality streets, buildings, and
public places, where contemporary design sits comfortably with medieval heritage. The
recent Medieval Museum is a prime example of this, where a carefully crafted, high
quality contemporary building is married with 13th and 15th century structures. The quality
threshold of existing civic buildings and public spaces within the city is at a high level.

Top left: The Transport Hub is located at
the junction with Dock Road and Rockshire
Road, and also coincides with the proposed
eastern pedestrian bridge which provides a
connection to the SDZ lands to the south.
The site facilitates interchange between
train, bus, coach, car, taxi, cycle and
pedestrians at this location.
Bottom left: Cross section through the
Transport Hub, indicating the propsoed
Concourse over the tracks and platfrom, and
the relative levels between the propsoed
North Plaza, Concourse and SDZ adjacent
Shopping Mall level.

The Transport Hub is an important new civic development for Waterford city and the
surrounding region. Its location is more remote from the south city core, and therefore
does not directly interface with the city’s archaeology or heritage. The Transport Hub will
serve as the new gateway from the north to both the SDZ Development and the existing
city core towards the south quays. It is the first impression of the urban city from the
northerly approach, so similar aspirations for design quality has been sought for the
proposed buildings, bridges and public realm.
The SDZ Development is a very significant development for Waterford, and it may be
one of the largest for many generations. The site has approximately 1km of frontage
along the northern edge of the River Suir, with a median height for the development of
approximately +25.0m OD, and numerous buildings significantly taller than this. Although
the development does not immediately front onto Dock Road, its extent and height will
make it a very obvious presence on Dock Road, between Rice Bridge and Ferrybank in
particular.
In the context of the SDZ Development, the size and scale of the Transport Hub is modest.
However, if the combination of rail terminus, pedestrian bridges and public plaza are to
serve as a new gateway to Waterford city, they must have sufficient presence, and hold
their own against the scale of the larger SDZ development.
At the eastern end, the east pedestrian bridge is combined with the rail terminus to form
a common gateway to the station and SDZ Development. The common station concourse
and bridge level sit above a horizontal plinth, of up to 5m in height. A generous canopy
roof rises above the station and bridge, and continues towards the entrance to the SDZ
Development. This serves as more than a protection from the weather – it is a generous,
embracing canopy that boldly announces this new threshold to the city. This gesture also
celebrates the civic importance of train travel, and harks back to the medieval gates of the
walled city of Waterford.
The fluid form of the plinth allows for the integration of both the stepped access and the
escalator access to the east bridge. The lift access is separately expressed as a circular
form, which punctuates the canopy over with a glazed lantern. The lantern is to be
illuminated at night as a way finding beacon, and its inclusion is also a reference to the
tradition of Waterford Crystal. This lift feature is sited at a kink in the canopy roof, and helps
to visually support the canopy. It is also in alignment with Reginald’s Tower on the south
quays, and its form is a reference to this medieval monument.

Transport Bridge
Eastern Footbridge
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Transport Hub
Station Building

Outline of SDZ Development in background

Group of 4 images left: Examples of high
quality historic and contemporary buildings,
streets and places in Waterford city,
including from top left, clockwise: Waterford
Treasures Medieval Museum; Reginald’s
Tower; The Apple Market; and Bishops
Palace.
Bottom: The Transport hub is located
between the SDZ Development and Dock
Road, and has a frontage of approximately
300metres between the proposed eastern
and western pedestrian bridges. The
Transport Hub and both bridges are designed
to read as one.

Transport Hub
Western Footbridge

The arrangement and design of the west bridge is carried over from the east bridge, which
features a similar banded horizontal plinth, with integral steps and ramps. Between the
west bridge and rail terminus building, the primary requirement for the architectural form
is to unify these separate elements of the Transport Hub. The design intent is for the west
bridge to be read as part of the same composition as the east bridge, and that from a
way-finding perspective, that it can be read as being of the same purpose and function.
In addition through the use of architectural form, it is intended to maximise the scale and
civic presence of the Transport Hub at this location.
The unity of design language and the introduction of scale within the landscaping has been
achieved within a number of horizontal datums. At the lowest level, the plinth language
carries westwards from the Transport Hub, towards the western pedestrian bridge,
enveloping its ramp and steps. Above this, a generous canopy continues westwards
from the rail terminus along a high quality north plaza, which serves to further connect
both bridges, whilst providing shelter for the adjacent bus and coach drop-off areas. At
the highest level, common with the height of the rail terminus canopy, a series of tall flag
masts introduce a rhythm of verticals that visually follow the line and height of the station.
Finally, a number of columnar trees intersect the canopy and flagpole arrangement, to
soften the architectural language.
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Top left: The use of a large canopy to denote
the building threshold and convey civic
importance, in this case at the KKL Lucerne
music venue.
Bottom: A 3d view of the proposed Transport
Hub, taken from Dock Road on alignment
with the proposed eastern pedestrian bridge.
The various building elements are separately
articulated, including the oversailing canopy
roof, the main Concourse level (behind the
blue facade), and the plinth that incorporates
elevates, steps and planters.

4.5 The public realm design
The public realm within the Transport Hub site must first be functional. It exists over 2 levels, with the east and west bridges (which are
pedestrian in nature), and everything below within the north plaza (which is multi-modal). Good public realm design should allow the vehicular
transport aspects to function, but not at the expense of pedestrians. A good public realm must also be clearly legible, and accessible by all.
The design of the north plaza may be considered in 3 distinct parts. The first area for consideration is at the foot of the steps at the east
bridge. This area will feature the greatest concentration of people movement, as it is the primary threshold to the SDZ Development. The
pedestrian threshold area at this location is as generous as the site allows, and the steps leading to the east bridge project from the plinth
organically, collect pedestrians approaching head on, or from oblique eastern or western approaches. The combination of the generous
pedestrian threshold, the presence of the steps and plinth, combined with the generous canopy over the rail terminus and the east bridge
also enables this key gateway to be read from distance, as one approaches along Dock Road. This ensures ease of way-finding, through
legibility of the building and public space.
Immediately east of this north plaza area is an area for drop-off and collection by car, taxi, and overflow coach parking. The access road to
this area also facilitates access to the Bus Eireann depot, so it will be reasonably heavily trafficked, and on the whole, will be much more
vehicular focused. To mitigate the extent of car and coach parking, tree planting will be used to soften the view of this area from Dock Road.
In addition, it is proposed that a continuation of paving surface or colour, in the form of a raised table, from the pavement at Dock Road
may assist in providing comfortable and safe pedestrian access to the east bridge. Part of the New Ross to Waterford Greenway will also
terminate within this area, along the southern boundary with the railway line. Parking for cycles will therefore be provided within this area, in
close proximity to the Greenway, rail terminus, and general car parking.
The western section of the north plaza will accommodate drop off spaces for local buses serving the station and set down for coaches
accessing the SDZ development. A slip road, parallel with Dock Road, will be provided to facilitate bus set down movements, with a
generous, semi-covered plaza between the coach drop-off and the station platform boundary. This generous paved and planted area will
provide seating for those waiting on buses and will also serve as the key link between the eastern and western footbridges. Similarly, to the
eastern bridge, the design of the horizontal plinth leading to the western bridge builds in intensity (in this instance to incorporate a gently
sloped approach) to mark the threshold of the bridge. Tall street lamps on the bridge abutment will further distinguish the bridge as being of
significance, and help to orientate pedestrians approaching along the Dock Road.
The public realm on the bridges is functional. They are designed for movement, and are not necessarily a place to linger or relax, as there are
other parts of the SDZ site for such activities. However, the east bridge is much more generous in width than the west bridge, to highlight
its more important status, to provide additional threshold and gathering space at the entrance to the train station, and to allow for the various
means of access down to the lower north plaza.
Above: A key element of the public realm to the North Plaza is the composition of the building plinth. It must on one hand tie together the
east and west bridges with the Transport Hub. In addition, it must also be sufficiently softened with landscaping to ensure that it is not too
austere or inhuman in scale. It is propsoed that the building plinth will break into a series of planted terraces at the east and west bridge. The
above images show various precedents that use terraces amd planting successfully.

Within the context of the Transport Hub site, there will be separate maintenance and operation of different areas. The rail terminus will be
operated and maintained by Iarnrod Eireann, and this will include the concourse and platforms, but not any of the public plaza or bridges. The
latter will be maintained by either WCCC or the SDZ Developer, and distinct lines of ownership and maintenance will be established between
all parties. In some case, building features, such as the generous canopy of the rail terminus and east bridge, will span site ownership
boundaries, but it is proposed that this will be resolved through detail of drainage flows etc. Although there may be different interests within
the site, the intent is that the design language between all elements will read as one, in a seamless fashion.
In addition to street trees noted above within the public realm works, it is also proposed to include significant planting at plinth level. Between
the east and west bridges at the North Plaza, planting is proposed both on the boundary with the north platform wall, and between trees
and seating. In addition, the plinth language is proposed as s series of horizontal bands, which diverge into terraces at the east and western
bridges, offering the opportunity for further planting. These planted areas are proposed as deep, generous platforms, with good access for
maintenance, but with sufficiently high walls between levels to prevent potential for climbing on terraces.
It is proposed that the design of horizontal plinth walls, regular vertical masts, and repetitive street trees that has been generated within
the Transport Hub site will continues out into much of the new public realm within the North Docks area. This will include the Western and
Eastern pedestrian access bridges to the SDZ Development, and works in the vicinity of the greenway at Abbey Road.
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4.6 Building composition and materials
The overall composition of the Transport Hub building is completely integral with the function of both the vehicular and pedestrian movement
within the site, whilst also aiming to connect disparate aspects of the brief, such as the 2 pedestrian bridges (which are some 250 metres
apart). It is the building’s plinth that does much to achieve this, composed of a series of horizontal bands that become more organic in both
plan and elevation where they need to accommodate steps and ramps at each of the pedestrian bridges. The horizontality of the wall (which
it is proposed will feather out beyond the site into other aspects of the public realm within the North Docks area) is also expressive of
movement, and in particular the continuous horizontals of train travel. For robustness, the plinth is to be finished in granite cladding. Where
there is a desire to increase the height of balustrade, but not necessarily the height of the solid wall, a horizontal band of mesh fencing will
top the wall.
The canopy roof is the other significant feature of the Transport Hub building, which helps to convey the civic importance of the rail terminus,
and the Transport hub’s function as a new gateway to the city. It is proposed that the canopy will have an undulating soffit, with the lowest
point over the ancillary accommodation to the south of the rail terminus concourse area, tapering out to a thin edge profile where the roof
projects over the north plaza, platforms and the eastern bridge. The soffit is to be finished in coloured metal panelling, with colour and
material consistent both inside and outside. Continuous clerestory glazing to 3 sides of the rail terminus will allow the roof to appear as if it
floats above the station. A series of large circular roof lights will provide generous daylight, both to the transport hub concourse, and to the
east pedestrian bridge.
Between the plinth and canopy, the remaining entrance level facades to the rail terminus will be reasonably low key. To Dock Road, the
elevation will be solid, with the exception of a horizontal feature window to allow views from the concourse seating area towards the North
Plaza. This solid wall will wrap around return elevations, to create enclosures for lifts and to frame the curtain wall treatment for door openings
and windows in the east and west elevations. The circular lift shaft at this level will also similarly be finishes in solid construction, but this will
feature a glazed lantern above canopy roof level.
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From both the east bridge and the platforms on the western approach, the entrance to the station concourse will be expressed as a curtain
wall infill, framed between solid masonry elements. The curtain wall treatment may only be glazed where needed, with solid infill to give
pattern and variety, and also to allow areas for erection of services internally, such as information panels for example.
Materials will generally be robust, with minimal maintenance requirements. In choosing a texture for the granite cladding at plinth level,
consideration will be given to smoother finishes, where any graffiti may be removed more easily. The canopy soffit is generally inaccessible
to graffiti or vandalism, and it is not expected that the coloured metal soffit will require any maintenance. The entrance level band of solid
masonry will be finished with a coloured render, or with a high quality paint finish on rendered blockwork. Whilst much of this area is
inaccessible from the public areas, due to level differences, there is a small area of wall at the top of the escalator that may require further
consideration. However, it should be noted that it is impossible to design a vandal proof or maintenance free building, and to that end, good
detailing, generous overhanging roofs and sills, and good public realm design that encourages footfall through-out day and night, with passive
surveillance from adjacent activities, will all serve to protect the building and site features. Final colours will be determined once finishes to
the adjacent SDZ Development are known, but there may be a reference to the blue and white of the Déise.

4.7 Transport hub spatial arrangement
As with the design of the public realm within the Transport Hub site, the train station is functional, and the arrangement of spaces is reflective
of its function. Generous doors at the eastern end give access to the main concourse space, with easy access to both a ticket sales desk
and ticket sales machine close to the main entrance doors. A retail space, suitable for a small shop or Café is also located at this end of the
building, so that it may benefit train passengers and passers-by alike. Further ancillary spaces, which include public WCs, storage and staff
areas will be located along the concourse’s southern edge.

The central concourse space is to accommodate 300-400 people waiting for a train,
through a combination of seating and standing spaces. The station is designed so that
all passengers will be retained in the concourse until such time as a train is ready to
depart. The concourse must also allow for the flow of people from an arriving train to pass
through the terminal and intersperse with departing passengers. The designated waiting
area will generally be within the centre of the concourse for standing passengers, with
dedicated seating along the north facade, overlooking the North Plaza. It is anticipated
that arriving passengers will leave the station along the southern edge of the concourse,
where they will have direct access to WC facilities and the retail space along this edge.

Slip road to serve coach/bus set down area
Steps to Transport Hub
Eastern Footbridge
North plaza

Escalators
Lift to Transport Hub
Eastern Footbridge

Lift

RAMP UP

6.09 sq m

Meters

Platform Store

3.43 sq m

12.28 sq m

Bin Store
28.17 sq m

Tickets
Tickets

34.21 sq m

Bridge to
platforms

Concourse
Concourse
491.85 sq m

Drop safe
Office

Staff Room

12.03 sq m

Lift

6.09 sq m

Lift

3.78 sq m

Portable device
7.3 sq m

18.5 sq m

Elec Dist
7.09 sq m
Riser

Transport Hub
Eastern Footbridge

Store

9.35 sq m

TER

7.81 sq m

4.21 sq m

Female WC
28.44 sq m

Platform Store
Staff
8.64
sq mWC
4.07 sq m

Acc. WC
12.01 sq m

Catering

Male WC
19.3 sq m

Retail
30.71 sq m

14.8 sq m

4.8 Accessibility

2.33 sq m

Slip road to serve coach/bus set down area
Steps to Transport Hub
Eastern Footbridge
Transport Hub
North plaza

Escalators
Lift to Transport Hub
Eastern Footbridge

Transport Hub North Platform

Transport Hub South Platform
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At the western edge of the concourse, a buffer zone is required to allow sufficient space
for arriving passengers to enter and navigate the building, and for departing passengers
to check timetables or automated displays on their way to a train on the platform. The
platforms are accessed by stepping from the concourse to an outer bridge, where lifts
and stairs provide access to below. At platform level, there are further ancillary storage
facilities for the operation of the station, with additional plant space accommodated
to the side of the platforms below concourse level. For means of escape purposes, a
gated 400m long escape corridor links the western end of the south platform to the SDZ
amenity space immediately south of Dock Road railway overbridge. This escape corridor
will be a minimum 1400mm. At the north platform, there are direct connections to the
North Plaza at three locations, again for means of escape and maintenance requirements.

The multi mode transport exchange, as a key feature of the Transport Hub, ensures the
site is accessible to people travelling by all modes of transport. The site is reasonably level,
and it is anticipated that it may be traversed easily, without the need for steps or ramps.
The exception to this is the access to the east and west pedestrian bridges, which are
elevated above the railway line to provide access over the tracks. For both bridges, the
primary means of access is by steps, as these form the most natural transition between
levels for the proposed height differentials (height differentials are 5 metres at the east
bridge, and 3 metres at the west bridge). It is proposed that steps will be generous, of
minimum 350mm treads, as the steps will provide a resting space for the infirm.
For the east bridge, the steps are complemented by both a passenger lift and escalators.
Whilst the passenger lift is sufficient for Part M access at this location, the inclusion of
escalators in both directions, carefully integrated within the plinth design, will ensure
ease of movement between levels for greater numbers of people at the same time. At
the west bridge, due to the lesser change in levels, the steps will be complemented by
a gently sloped approach, which is again integrated within the language of the building’s
plinth. Access to both bridges from the SDZ development will necessitate a gently sloped
approach, to raise from the lower SDZ development level of +8.75m OD, to the higher
levels of +9.85m OD for the east bridge, and +9.35m OD for the west bridge.
Access to the platforms from the concourse will similarly be via stairs (again with
generous 350mm treads), and passenger lifts. Whilst one passenger lift is proposed to
each of the north and south platforms, the design facilitates the inclusion of a second lift
to the south platform, should passenger numbers facilitate this requirement, or should
the maintenance implications of a single lift become a concern. The need for an additional
passenger lift to the north platform is unlikely, as access can easily be granted from the
north platform to the North Plaza, in the event of a lift failure.

Top left: Concourse Level, with all primary
facilities accessible from the concourse.
Concourse level is at a comparable level
to the ground floor of the adjacent SDZ
Development
Bottom left: Platform Level, with platforms,
plant space, and support facilities only at this
level. Platform level is at a comparable level
to the North Plaza level

4.9 Station capacity, potential for adaptability and future expansion of building

4.10 Parking and other public transport provision

From the Iarnrod Eireann initial brief, the station is to cater for 300-400 passengers. The operation of the current station caters for a number
of arrivals and departures daily, but these are reasonably infrequent. It is anticipated that, at least initially, the proposed station will operate in
a similar manner. This means that departing passengers will wait in the concourse area until such times as passengers from an arriving train
have disembarked, and have made their way through the station.

The North Plaza serves as a point of arrival to or departure from the rail terminus by other forms of transport. The capacity and operation of all
collection and drop off parking is described in further detail in Roughan and O’Donovan Consulting Engineer’s transportation report.

A typical 4 or 5 car set InterCity train, serving the Dublin to Waterford route is designed for a capacity of 300 passengers. It may be possible
that an arriving or departing train could accommodate 400 passengers, but this is seen as a very infrequent scenario. It is also not anticipated
that more than one such train would arrive or depart at the same time. It is also expected to be unlikely that a train will arrive with 400
passengers, whilst 400 passengers are waiting to depart at the same time.
For this reason, the concourse area has been designed, based on British Network Rail standards, to comfortably accommodate 300
passengers arriving, and 300 passengers waiting to depart. Should there be an unlikely requirement for the station to cater for 400
passengers each way on a rare occasion, this may still be accommodated, if less comfortably.
In the longer term, a number of factors may contribute to a modal shift towards rail travel from Waterford. These could include further
development and expansion of the rail network to other locations, the continued development and expansion of Waterford city, and societal
change in travel patterns as a response to climate change. It is probable that more frequent services throughout the day, operating from both
platforms would serve increased demand for rail travel, without the need for a larger terminus. However in principle, there is no reason why
the transport hub concourse may not be extended westwards to provide for increased concourse level facilities.
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Cycle parking is also to be provided within the eastern part of the North Plaza. As proposed, there are 30 no. dedicated cycle parking spaces,
which are located in landscaped areas between car parking spaces. The arrangement of these spaces are to remain visible from Dock Road,
to maximise passive surveillance of cycle parking in the interest of security.
200 Long stay car parking spaces will be provided in accordance with the NQ SDZ Planning Scheme Traffic and Transportation Impact
Assessment, in the adjacent NQ SDZ development. Connectivity with the NQ SDZ has been made as part of the design for access to the
Transport Hub from the eastern and western footbridges.
4.11 Strategy for waste management
From our briefings with Iarnrod Eireann, we understand that the majority of waste generated on site is that collected during cleaning of trains
at the end of each journey. A bin store has been proposed at the north platform to provide for the safe short-term storage of waste, and this
has been sized based on Iarnrod Eireann’s experience from the existing Plunkett Station. The bins can be easily moved from this collection
onto the North Plaza for periodic collection (a door at the east end of the north platform is at a common level with the North Plaza).
A lesser amount of waste will be generated from bins within the platform and concourse, but the proposed bin store will also provide for this
waste. Finally, the retail unit within the Concourse will generate further waste, which will be managed separately by the retail tenant. Space
will be provided within the north platform bin store to allow for this separate waste source.

5.0 Soft Landscape Design Intent

5.1 Location and function of soft landscaping
Although the majority of the North Plaza is to be paved, to provide for the movement of vehicles and people, there are some opportunities
for planting. The inclusion of planting is fundamental to the design and the user experience of the Transport Hub, for a number of reasons as
follows:
To visually soften the ‘hard edges’
The horizontal elements of the plinth intensify at the steps/ramps up to each of the pedestrian bridges, and at the east bridge in particular,
this wall is over 6 metres in height, finished in granite. The introduction of terraces and planting here help to break up the scale of the plinth,
and it is proposed that planting at these locations will be allowed to spread, and overhang planters below
To add height and rhythm
A line of trees is proposed, adjacent to the coach parking area (to the western half of the site), which will continue eastwards to mark
the start of the Greenway. This will sit against the backdrop of flag masts, and when viewed obliquely will tie in with the height of the rail
terminus canopy to read as a continuation of the terminus, increasing its presence and elevating its civic importance.
To provide canopy
The proposed parking area at the northeast corner of the site, which is proposed as an area for car, taxi, and coach overflow parking, is
exposed and detached from the remainder of the development. It is proposed that the addition of trees at this location that provide canopy
cover will help to reduce exposure at this location in inclement weather, and also help to mitigate the visual impact of car and coach parking.
For the senses
Lower level planting, particularly in the waiting/seating area adjacent to the coach parking spaces will offer a calm respite from the activity and
movement of the remainder of the Transport Hub site.
To improve the immediate environment
Both the traffic movements within the Transport Hub, and also traffic on the Dock Road will likely have an impact on the air quality within the
Transport Hub site. The use of trees and planting may be used to filter air pollutants. Species that maximise this benefit will be considered.

5.2 Maintenance strategy, and health and safety considerations
The success of any planting proposal relies on the correct selection of species, appropriate design and specification of planters and planting
medium, and on maintenance. Maintenance requirements will be dependent on species, but where possible, species will be selected where
maintenance is low, or where maintenance periods are common across all species.
The majority of proposed planting is accessible, from grade, in particular in the vicinity of the coach parking area, and to parts of the sloped
approach up to the west bridge. Where planting is less accessible, such as to the terraces at either side of the east bridge steps, the planters
have been designed as a series of large ledges, with planting arranged to the front of the planter, and a fall arrest restraint system hidden at
the rear.

5.3 Planting species
It is proposed that the vast majority of planting will be of native species, and other species will only be used where there is a very particular
reason to do so. We propose the following approach for each of the types of planting proposed, with final details to be agreed with the
relevant stakeholders within WCCC:
Tree planting providing canopy to the parking area at the north east corner of the site
The proposed trees here, used to provide canopy and protection, are to be traditional versions of native Irish Oak, Rowan or Cherry.
Tree planting providing height and rhythm immediately north of station/ at Greenway threshold
The proposed columnar trees used to provide rhythm and screening, are to be a Fastiagate version of native Irish Oak, Rowan or Cherry.

Left: A selection of images that illustrate the design intent for soft landscaping
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6.0 Sustainability and Energy Statement

6.1 General overview
A Sustainability and Energy Statement has been prepared by JVT Consulting Engineers
(Document reference WPIP-JVT-XX-XX-RP-E-0003), and is included with this application.
The report highlights the key design features and approaches that are to be developed to
ensure that the building design complies with “Nearly Zero Energy Building” standards.

Sustainability Report
WATERFORD PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT – TRANSPORT HUB
WPIP-JVT-XX-XX-RP-E-0003
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Services
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